
Hunter Training 101 
 

User Interface (UI) Setup 
All of these settings should be 'on' 

 Assist window 
  Social Panel/Raid/ check box at bottom of raid panel   

  Options/combat/Show Assist Window checkbox, bottom of panel 

  The assist window allows all people in the group or raid to target one  

  selected person's target.  This is essential to bring mobs down in the  

  correct order.  A hunter in a group should always use the target assist  

  window to select every target, never tab and fire.  Deviate from the  

  assist's target only when expressly told or agreed upon to do so.  Some  

  groups will put up multiple assist targets, make sure you're targeting off  

  the correct one. 

 Show Vitals of your Selection's Target 
  Options/Combat Options/Show the vitals of your selection's target  

  checkbox, 6th down from the top. 

  This is a small window that tells you what your target's target is.  Or more  

  accurately, it tells you who has aggro, or if the guy that just peeled   

  off the group is running towards you for a reason. 

 Floating damage 
  Options/UI Settings/Other's Floating Damage checkbox, about halfway  

  down the panel 

  Floating damage appears as numbers above the mobs' head, and you  

  should looks for chains of devastate: (numeric value).  When you get  

  critical hit after critical hit, you are much more likely to pull aggro, even 

  off the best tank.   

 Enable Target Forwarding 
  Options/CombatOptions/Enable Skill Target Forwarding checkbox, 4th   

  down from the top 

  This setting allows you to select a member of your fellowship and target  

  and shoot through them to their target.  This means that you are attacking  

  when they do, not attacking when they aren't.  This is very helpful when a  

  boss has a dangerous debuff like the "Bleeding Ears" from Gurvand in  

  Dark Delvings, that re-directs a large part of your damage onto yourself,  

  thus killing yourself if you're not watching.  This setting  should always  

  be enabled in your UI, but the tactic should be agreed upon by the   

  fellowship in advance. 

 Plugins  

  Buffbars 
  http://www.lotrointerface.com/downloads/cat8.html 

  Shows 2 graphic readouts of buffs and debuffs on a player.  You can filter  

  the ones you don't want to see.  Very useful in a run with timed   

  poison/disease/wound/fear leading to all in your proximity being mezzed  



  for XX seconds.  Also very useful for showing time remaining on   

  consumables, such as food, bow chants, scrolls, etc 

  Tonicbars  
  http://www.lotrointerface.com/downloads/cat8.html 

 Statistics 
 Agility  Agility increases (melee offence rating)  ranged offense rating, critical  

 rating, parry and evade rating.  The more agility the better for a hunter.  (Maeg @ 

 1950) 

 Vitality:  Increases morale, physical and tactical mitigation, resistance rating 

 (Maeg @ 843) 

 Fate:  increases crit rating, in combat morale and power regen  (Maeg @ 415) 

 Might:  increases physical mitigation, parry rating  (Maeg @ 139)   

 Will:  increases maximum power, tactical offense rating, resistance rating (Maeg 

 @ 153) 

 Virtues 
 I normally leave these as they are as well, as I don't PvP 

 Tolerance:  +648 Tactical mitigation, +24 agility, +60 in-combat morale regen 

 Valour:  +440 Morale, +645.336 non-combat morale regen, +12 might 

 Fidelity:  +648 Tactical Mitigation, +24 Vitality, +48 Maximum power 

 Zeal:  +440 Morale, +518.4 physical mitigation, +240 armor value 

 Loyalty:  +48 Vitality, +95 Maximum Power, +240 Armor Value 

 Traits 
 This varies with each run, but normally I trait at least 3 blue: 

  Deadly Precision 

  Earthborn 

  Strong Draw/ Resolute Aim/Deep Concentration, depending on the  

  situaiton 

  If maximum DPS is needed, Deadly Precision, Earthborn, and rest RED  

  traits, combined with Cool Burn Legendary 

  Red traits 

  True Shot 

  Fast Draw 

  Swift Mercy 

  Critical Eye 

  Shot through the heart 
  I hardly ever equip Hail of Arrows or Barbed Fury, but the increase in  

  bleed damage might make Barbed Fury worth while 

  Yellow Traits 

  These traits are more for CC, and I usually don't equip any of them. 

  The only Yellow trait I ever equip is Sturdy Traps, but this is under CC  

  circumstances only 

  Legendary Traits 

  Press Onward:  equip it, your healer will like you 

  Bow of the Righteous:  Lowers power consumption costs, I equip   

  this unless CC traits don't allow the space to do so. 



  Cool Burn:  Increases Burn Hot damage, decreases power consumption  

  and cooldown.  Equip for maximum DPS or sparring, PVP 

  Bard's Arrow/Rain of Thorns covered in CC section- 
  Explosive Arrow:  really?  does anyone use this?   

  Improved Fleetness:  I hear people use this to great renoun in the Moors, 

  but I am not one of them.  I prefer to shoot from a stationary   

  position, and only move if LoS is an issue, or range, perspective,   

  whatever. 

 Legendary Weapons:  Your primary weapon will be a bow/crossbow.  Your 

 secondary weapon will depend on what race your Hunter is, as different races 

 have a damage addition to a certain weapon.   I prefer Beleriand damage type for 

 most cases. 

 There are many ways to build these weapons and for different reasons.  A lot of 

 Hunters that raid often have a primary DPS bow and a CC bow.  If you're at this 

 level, you don't really need my thoughts on legacies, go forth and raid! 

 Legacies:  DPS Bow 

 Induction Bow Critical Multiplier/Focus Bow Critical Multiplier:  both increase 

 your chances at critical hits.  A must for a good DPS bow 

 Critical Rating:  depending on the shot or stance it's attached to, and if you use 

 that skill often.  A must for a good DPS bow 

 Ranged Skill Block Chance Modifier:  this reduces a chance that the bad guy will 

 block your shot.  Blocked shots waste energy and time.  Equip this one and level 

 it. 

 Ranged Evade Rating:  Same as block modifier:  reduces chance the bad guy will 

 evade your shot.  Also very nice to have. 

 Heartseeker Damage:  increases Heartseeker damage:  very nice to have 

 Burn Hot Damage:  increases burn hot damage, also very nice to have, especially 

 with Cool Burn traited 

 Those are the main DPS legacies to have.  There are also legacies that reduce 

 power consumption that may be substituted if you run low on power.   

 There are also 'stealth' legacies that reduce threat generated.  You might consider 

 one of these if you play with an under-level or weak tank.  Fortunately we don't 

 have any weak tanks in Rare Breed other than my brother Curufinlas. 

 

 Legacies:  Main Hand Weapon 

 Good:  any legacy that increases the DPS of your RANGED attack.  Any legacy 

 that decreases power usage if that's an issue for you.  Any legacy that pertains to a 

 skill you favor.  Press Onward is a good thing to have, especially if you PUG a 

 lot. 

 Neutral:, Desperate Flight c/d.  If you use these skills often, you might consider 

 them.  Desperate Flight is usually not good form unless your tank and healer are 

 both down, and a wipe is in progress. 

 Bad:  any legacy that deals with melee damage.  You're a ranged instrument of 

 death, if you can poke them, you're too close.  Any legacy that increases AoE is 

 also useless.  You're a sniper rifle, not a shotgun.  Hunters simply don't have good 

 enough tools to do much damage using melee weapons.  Hunters have 2 AoE 



 shots, Rain of Arrows, and Split Shot.  Rain of Arrow is useful for things like bats 

 or under level mobs, but generally aggro'ing multiple bad guys is not a good idea.  

 Split shot in my opinion is worthless. 

 Relics  

 My strategy with relics is to combine them to get the highest tier relics available.  

 You'll have to craft your own crafted relics, as they're bound now.  There are 

 simply too many relics in LOTRo to mention them all.  Equip relics that increase 

 the stats listed above in Legacies, or  Virtues to balance out your toon's 

 survivability/power consumption or Critical  rating. 

 Another very handy stat to have in your relics is Incoming Healing Rating, this 

 makes it easier for your healer to heal you.  Some people view this one in the 

 same light as a threat down stat; useless.  If a healer is taking time to heal you 

 though, I prefer making it as easy as possible. 

  

  

Group Skills 

 Mentality 
 A Hunter's usual job in a group is to do damage per second (dps).   Secondary job 

 is crowd control.  This may vary from run to run, depending on the tactical 

 situation.  A tertiary function of a hunter is to remove corruptions, although our 

 tool set for removing corruptions is limited to Dazing Blow/Improved Dazing 

 Blow and Merciful Shot.  I've found Bard's arrow, Distracting Shot, and Blindside 

 to also be effective at removing corruptions- but these are not 100% effective, and 

 usually only work on mobs/adds, not bosses. 

 

 Be aware of your surroundings.  Being a good hunter is a LOT more than 

 focusing on your target and your assist window.  You should be watching your 

 fellowship's health/morale and buffs/debuffs, as well as being aware of changing 

 situations in the fight.  Don't get target fixation, it's easy to do, and it will end 

 badly- unless you have the luck of the Valar. 

  Stance and shot rotation 
  This is the bread and butter, the most important thing I can teach   

  about how to pump tons of DPS into a mob without pulling him. 

   Strength Stance 

    This stance creates maximum DPS, but at the cost of lots of 

    power.  Strength is good for shorts bursts of all-out damage 

    when aggro is NOT an issue. 

    Strength is good for sparring and the Moors.  Strength  

    Stance is definitely  not the best choice for most group  

    situations. 

   Precision Stance 

    This is the stance I use 85% of the time, both solo and  

    group play.  This stance gives the most focus per shot, so  

    more damage can be done through focus-based shots such  

    as penetrating shot.  This stance can be used in group  

    situation, provided you use a conservative shot rotation.   



    More about that to come.  This stance maintains focus  

    longer, especially when traited blue line, so running short  

    distances will still leave you with enough focus to use an  

    immediate skill if needed.  Precision Stance also provides  

    quite a bit of power savings over strength stance. 

   Endurance Stance 

    This stance gives the least DPS per shot while conserving  

    the most power.  The drawback is that it doesn't keep focus  

    like Precision Stance does.  This stance is for use with  

    lower level tanks, or situations where a class is tanking out  

    of pure aggro, such as Champions.  If you pull aggro twice  

    on a tank in short order, drop to Endurance to lower your  

    threat.  The tank will appreciate you.  Run leaders will also  

    specify Endurance Stance for certain situations.  It's not a  

    disrespect fellow Hunter!  follow your run leader and you  

    all might just live..... 

   Shot Rotation 

    How many times in Pick Up Groups (PUGs) have I seen  

    stupid Hunters open with Burn Hot and Heartseeker on the  

    first mob?  Well, if I had a dollar for every one..... 

    This pretty much marks you as an idiot to anyone who  

    knows better.  Which is most people.  The exception to this 

    rule is anytime you have to destroy something static,  

    without worry for pulling adds.  Examples include the  

    Saruman's Ring Forge in Foundry, and also the tombs in  

    Halls of  Night.  These should be destroyed as quickly as  

    possible. 

    Under normal group circumstances, open with something  

    more benign, such as Quick Bow or Barbed Arrow.   

    Alternate between these two shots and Hunter's Art for the  

    first few seconds of your rotation.  Then work in a higher  

    DPS shot, such as Penetrating Shot, then a lower DPS one,  

    and so forth.  Personally, I use Heartseeker after at least a  

    minute into a long fight, and I never use Burn Hot with  

    Heartseeker until the end of a fight. 

    When you get to the last part of a boss fight, you should go  

    all out, dumping as much DPS into the boss as possible,  

    provided that everything has gone right, and the tank has  

    total control of the boss.  This is the time to use Burn Hot,  

    Needful Haste, and all those nice little Hunter tools that  

    allow you to throw more damage down-range. 

  Damage Per Second (DPS) 
   Alright, you want to shoot arrows at things, right?  Do it the smart  

   way.  In a basic group situation, it's your job to do damage to the  

   bad guys.  It's the tank's job to hold aggro, and keep the bad guys  

   attacking them so you can do your damage without being attacked.  



   Start your shot a full 5 seconds after the tank starts the pull on a  

   Guardian, wait a full 7 to 9 seconds for a Warden or any other  

   class to establish firm control of the mob before shooting anything. 

   Start your shot rotation with something lighter in damage, like  

   Quick Shot, then work up through Penetrating Shot, and so forth. 

   Think about this in terms of wanting the bad guy to be full of  

   arrows, but not to realize it's YOU doing it, and not the tank.   

   There are always exceptions to this rule, but only a fool opens with 

   Burn Hot/Heartseeker on a first mob pull. 

  Crowd Control (CC) 
   Crowd control is causing a mob to stop attacking for a duration of  

   time.  Hunters have several skills to use for crowd control: 

   Bard's Arrow (Legendary):  Fears a target for  seconds.  Be  

   careful though, if the feared target runs into another mob, he'll  

   bring back the whole group when the effect wears off.  This shot  

   also removes certain debuffs, like the Grims in Fire and Frost that  

   absorb damage every so often. 

   Rain of Thorns (Legendary):  roots up to 5 enemies in place for  

   up to 30 seconds.   

   Dazing Blow/Improved Dazing Blow:  This will stun a target for  

   5 seconds.  By the way, this is exactly the same amount of time  

   you need to get off a Heartseeker. 

   Distracting Shot:  This will mezz a target for 10 seconds. 

   Trap Skill:  This will root a target into place for seconds, as well  

   as causing a slight amount of damage to the target.  Disclaimer:   

   rooting ranged opponents will still be able to attack when rooted. 

   Consumable Traps:   These consumable traps can be used in  

   addition to the trap skill if more crowd control is needed.  These  

   have a longer cooldown. 

   Snare Skill:  Not really Crowd control per se, works like trap skill  

   but only does damage, does not root. 

   Aggro Management 
   This is more of a developed feel than anything, to find just how  

   much damage you can throw downrange in a given situation  

   without pulling the bad guy off the tank.  Watch your shot   

   rotation, watch chain crits (devastate and numbers) floating above  

   the mob's head.  If you play a lot with a specific tank, you'll  

   develop a feel of just how aggressive you can be shot-wise and  

   keep the mobs firmly planted on the tank. 

   Do not DPS when a tank is turning, or moving a boss. 

   Do not DPS when tanks are trading aggro  

 

   So, you pulled aggro, what do you do now?  If you can kill it, do  

   so quickly and get back on your assist target.  If you pull aggro on   

   something dangerous, do NOT run away and lead the mob with  

   you.  Run back towards the tank and bring the bad guy back with  



   you.  When in close range of the tank, hit Beneath Notice/Beneath  

   Care and then slowly back out of range, doing nothing until the  

   tank gets back solid aggro on the bad guy.  Count to at least 10  

   before opening your shot rotation, and be very conservative in your 

   shots for at least 10 more seconds after opening your DPS 

 

   What to do if a healer or other lightly armored (squishy) fellow  

   is attacked:   The first year or so I played this game, I thought that  

   a Hunter's job was to automatically attack anything that has the  

   gall to attack your healer.  While it's never a good thing to lose a  

   healer in a run, it's not always the best thing to do by attacking.  If  

   the group has a champ or other melee class, it may be better for  

   that person to protect the healer.  It really just depends on the  

   situation, and may be something to work out with your group  

   before it happens.  If a healer calls out for help during a fight, if  

   you're not specifically tasked with a CC target, by all means, help  

   your healer. 

   CC Stopping Mob Inductions 
   Some mobs/bosses will have skills that are induction based, such  

   as the Angmarrim Silkspinners.  If you watch, you'll learn to spot  

   the waving arms and aura that means a bad guy is doing an   

   induction .  If you can hit him with Dazing Blow/Improved Dazing 

   Blow or Blindside during this induction, you'll stop whatever nasty 

   thing he was trying to do to you or your group.  Distracting Shot  

   and Bard's Arrow also technically work to stop inductions, but they 

   have their own inductions, so they're not well suited to this task. 

    

   Poison Removal 
   Hunters get an interesting skill at low level called Purge Poison.   

   You can target any friendly toon and click this button, removing  

   poison from them, as well as providing extra poison resistance for  

   a few seconds.  Put this button up in your GUI somewhere you can 

   easily reach it, and unless you're DPS assist target, purge poison  

   from key group classes such as tanks and healers.  I always call it  

   out on voice "pulling poison from tank" or whatever, although this  

   may not be proper in some raid settings where the group leader  

   needs a free channel for tactics.  It surprises me the number of  

   Hunters I see who won't Purge Poison, even on themselves.  Be a  

   smarter hunter, and your group will love you. 

   Corruptions 
   Corruptions are effects on a mob or boss, causing your damage to  

   be lessened (mitigation), or providing a healing effect. 

   Your tools for removing corruptions include Dazing   

   Blow/Improved Dazing Blow and Merciful Shot 

   



  Voice Communications 

   Ventrilo 
   http://www.ventrilo.com/download.php 

   Ventrilo is a stand-alone voice communications program that is  

   FAR SUPERIOR to in-game voice chat.  You can speak on  

   Ventrilo even if you are not in-game.  Voice quality and clarity are  

   much better, as well as customization features to enhance vocal  

   communications.  Please see below. 

    Compression 
    Audio compression (in most simple terms) is a way to  

    make the loudest sound quieter, and raise the volume of  

    more quiet sounds, while also being able to filter out  

    background noise.  In other words, you can use it to keep 

    you-know-who from blowing your eardrums out, and still  

    year you-know-who-else, who speaks in a very quiet voice. 

    Ventrilo/Setup/SFX  (this will only work if you have Direct 

    Sound enabled).  The SFX button is at the top right of the  

    Setup window.  SFX opens another window, where you'll  

    see Compressor in the right hand pane.  Highlight it and  

    click the 'ADD' button.  Here are the settings I use 

    Gain = Adjust for overall volume.  

    Attack = 0.01  

    Release = Around 500  

    Threshold = Around -30  

    Ratio = 100 (I use about 75 normally to avoid hearing  

    Derp's dog snoring....)  

    Pre delay = 4.0  

 

    You can also click a particular person who is either louder  

    or softer and apply additional compression to only their  

    voice. 

 


